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This is BBC World. Putting News First. 

 

 Obama confirms commitment to Asia. US President welcomes a bigger 

international role for China and pledges greater cooperation with Asian countries. 

 New York 9/11 trial ignites row. Senior US Republicans condemn the Obama 

administration's move to try alleged 9/11 mastermind Khalid Sheikh Mohammed 

and four others in New York. 

 'Significant' water found on Moon. Nasa's experiment to find water on the 

Moon was a major success. 

 

This is BBC World. Very warm welcome from me, your name. Also in the programme 

 

 Rethink for calorie eating levels. The calorie counts used as the foundation for 

diet plans and healthy-eating guidance for the past 18 years may be wrong, a 

report suggests. 

 Nadal ends Tsonga's London hopes. Rafael Nadal's win over Jo-Wilfried 

Tsonga at the Paris Masters earned fellow Spaniard Fernando Verdasco a place at 

the World Tour Finals………..and finally 

 Homes flood amid weather warning. Firefighters in Kent and Sussex have 

been dealing with a series of floods amid severe weather warnings. 

 

Hello to you.  

 

 There seems to be a "first" to everything that President Barack Obama is, 

or does.The first black leader of the US is also the first American president who 

has lived in Asia as a child - the first president with an "Asia-Pacific orientation", 

as US officials put it. President Obama will try to capitalise on this during his 

week-long trip to the region. He wants to build on and improve crucial 

relationships with allies and rivals across the Pacific.  

 Senate Republican leader Mitch McConnell said bringing the suspects 

from Guantanamo into the US would put "Americans unnecessarily at 

risk". //The five will be tried in a civilian court near Ground Zero. The prosecution 

says it will seek the death penalty. //Democrats hailed the decision, while families 

of 9/11 victims are divided. //The move is part of US President Barack Obama's 

efforts to close the Guantanamo detention centre for terror suspects. //  



 

 The recommended daily intake of calories 

could be increased by up to 16%, a draft report by the Scientific Advisory 

Committee on Nutrition said. //Intake levels are currently 2,000 calories for 

women and 2,500 for men. // But the panel stresses that people should only eat 

more if they exercise more, given rising levels of obesity. // A 16% increase 

would mean that adults could safely consume an extra 400 calories a day, 

equivalent to an average sized cheeseburger.  

 The world number two came through 7-5 7-5 against the defending champion. 

//Tsonga needed to win the title to stop Verdasco qualifying for the season-ending 

event in London for the first time in his career. //Earlier, Novak Djokovic ended 

Robin Soderling's chances of overtaking Verdasco with a 6-4 1-6 6-3 win.  

 

Now the summary of the main news: 

 

 Obama confirms commitment to Asia.During his trip to Asia Mr Obama will be 

tackling a broad range of issues - like global trade, China's currency and US debt.  

 

 Republican leaders criticise the move of Barack Obama to try the Guantanamo 

prisoners on the American soil.  

 

That´s all from me for the moment. Good evening to you.  

 

 

 
 

 


